BOOKS are a

uniquely
portable

magic.
Stephen King

Top 5 Most Borrowed Books during Summer Term 2016

IN THE NEWS

2016 CILIP Carnegie Medal Winner Announced
The prestigious prize was awarded to Sarah Crossan’s ‘One’, a novel written in free verse.
2016 Chair of Judges, Sioned Jacques explains the judges' choice:

‘Sarah’s book, One, is poignant and thought-provoking, each chapter a poem that is a work of art
in its own right, while collectively they create a highly emotive and engaging story. The judges
found it deeply moving, beautifully observed, unusual but perfectly crafted – the sort of book that
will stay with the reader long after the final stage.’ (from Carnegie medal website)
‘Incredibly moving and extraordinarily crafted, it explores the unbreakable bond and love between sisters. ‘
(from Amazon)
A copy of the book is available in the library!

Scholastic Book Fair
Date: Friday 10 June to Wednesday 15 June
Time: Break and Lunch
Place: The Library
Find these brilliant books and many more—
all at HALF PRICE!!

The ever popular Scholastic Book Fair was held
in the library over four days, giving the
students a chance to purchase books for half
price.
The Student Librarians supported the library
staff by using their excellent customer service
skills.
Thank you and well done to everyone who
volunteered additional hours during the Book
Fair.

Did you know that you can recommend books for the
library to purchase?
Pick up the orange suggestion slip by the entrance of
the library, fill it out and return it to a member of the
library staff.
Here are some books that we purchased recently
that were recommended by students.

‘A really good and inspiring book,
every student should read it!’
‘Bounce’ by Matthew Syed
Recommended by Finn Morgan 7W

‘I wanted the library to have a copy of these
books because I love books by James Dawson.
He writes really good horror stories.
‘Cruel Summer ‘ & ‘Hollow Pike’ by James Dawson
Recommended by: Saudah Asania 7T

‘I wanted to read a different series by Lauren Kate because I really enjoyed the Fallen series. I love books with mystery and
romance.’
‘Teardrop’ by Lauren Kate
Recommended by Gillian Boateng 10H

‘I love the Heroes of Olympus series
and I wanted to read it as it’s the last
book of the series.’
‘Heroes of Olympus: The Blood of
Olympus’ by Rick Riordan
Recommended by Khyal Chowhan 7S

Carnegie Medal Shadowing Competition

A group of students took part in the Hackney wide Carnegie Medal Shadowing Competition
on Thursday 16 June. Along with other Hackney school, they were given a book from the
Carnegie 2016 shortlist to read, then to create a work representing the book.
This year, Stoke Newington was given ‘Fire Colour One’ by Jenny Valentine. The group
students joined a reading group, which met once a week over a number of weeks to read
then to discuss the book. The students then created a short film trailer for the book with the
support of Ms. Loy, the Resource Manager and Nathan Holmes, the Web & Communications
Assistant. The trailer was presented by the students at Petchey Academy.

Thank you and well done to the following students who participated in the competition:
Leila Edelsztein 8I
Marilyn Ferizaj 8T
Hannah Ffytche 8K
Mabel Ford 8T
Lila Moar 8O
Shanai Pedro 7T
Evelyn Sholomowitz 7W
Atlanta Sonson-Chapman 9I

The students took turns discussing the book and the
trailer in front of the other schools.

The author Kate Saunders, whose books ’Five
Children on the Western Front,’ was shortlisted
attended the event.

‘An incredible, heart-wrenching sequel to E.
Nebit's Five Children and It, set on the eve of
the First World War. The five children have
grown up - war will change their lives for ever.
‘ (from Amazon)
A copy of the book is available in the library
now!

Fire Colour One by Jenny Valentine
‘A bold and brilliant novel about love, lies and redemption.’
Here are some stills from the film trailer that the students made based on the novel for the
Carnegie Medal Shadowing Competition 2016.

‘Fire Colour One’ by Jenny
Valentine is available to take
out from the library,

On Thursday 30 June, the student librarians and keen readers took part in the library induction
event for current year 6s. The student librarians talked to next year’s Year 6s about their
experience working in the library and also recommended their favourite books in the library.
Thank you to the following students for their enthusiasm and hard work.

Harriet Allen 7I

Lorelle Carby 7T Gyulten Yumer 7T Tian Kok 7T Saudah Asania 7T Helin Carman 7

Sevval Tekagac 7K Jacques Parraga Michitsch 7K Ellis Head 7S Alyssa Sebastiao 7K Yasmin Trimble 7O
Isha Sankoh 7W Aylin Volkan 7H Neo Oakenfull 7H Chant’e Bailey 7K Hazal Carman 7I Lilyana Araujo 7W
Abdullrahaman Ibrahim 7N Melike Kavan 7N Kit Naylor 7G Kyra Matthews 7N Jessica Chennis 7O

Summer Reading Book Quiz
The following students won a book for summer reading by submitting the correct answer for the

library quiz draw, which took place on 15 July .
Aylin Volkan 7H
Cora Lloyd-Prieto 7G
Marthiane Kembilu 10N
Serggy Barmeo –Alban 8O
Amina Patel 9O

SNS Library Quiz Team

QUIZ TIME!!
Islington Education Library Book Quiz
Wednesday 13 July
The following students took part in the Islington and Hackney wide book quiz tournament.
They did a great job working as a team. Well done!
Saudah Asania 7I
Mehmet Doldur 7K
Jacques Parraga– Michitsch 7K
Katya Polydorou 7O
Yasmin Trimble 7O
Aylin Volkan 7H

